ABSTRACT. A simple mathematical expression for the density distribution of dry snow is described in this note. It compares very well with observations. RESUME. Note sur la dCII silication de la lIeige seche .
RESUME. Note sur la dCII silication de la lIeige seche .
On propose une expression mathematique simple qui rend Benson (1960) (see also Anderson amI Benson, 1963 ) studied the problem of densification of dry snow and derived a simple formula to describe the density of dry snow as a function of depth. Their formula is very accurate when compared with observation. However, to use it one usually needs to know two coefficients of proportionality for each location, in addition to given values of su rface snow density and maximum attainable snow density. (The number of coefficients can be reduced, however, in the case of new snow.) Bader (1963) developed a theery which also descr ibes very accurately the density distribution of snow, but one needs to know six parameters for each location.
This note describes a simple mathematical ex pression for the density distribution of dry snow in a way th at requires only one free coefficient or none , at the expense of a little accuracy. We assume that, at any specific time, the change of density dp in the vertical direction is related to the change of pressure dp and Pm -p (Robin, 1958; Herron and Chester, 1980) , where Pm is the maximum attainable density for the dry snow at a certain location and P is the density at a ceriain depth, by dp = c(Pm -p)dp
where c is a proportionality constant and the change of pressure is dp = -pg d z
where z is the distance from the snow surface. However, here we assume a more general relationship (3 ) where the parameters nand c are determined by comparison with the field data. Here 11 is a measure of stiffness of the snow and c is a proportionality constant. When 11 = 2, the integration of Equations (3) and (2) gives where Po is the surface density of snow. 
with measurements in dry snow at four locations from Greenland, the Colorado Rockies, and Antarctica, and a combined dimensionless plot is shown in Figure 5 . In the case of Antarctic and Greenland snow, the knowledge of a length scale would be enough to calculate the density, whereas for shallow new snow, L may be set equal to one-third the total depth of the snow. Integration of Equation (4) well with snow data as shown in Figures I through 5 . It is concluded that the non-linear relationship between the change of density and the change of pressure represented by Equation (3) would be a good candidate for use in the density distribution of dry snow.
